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ABSTRACT

The protein-protein Interaction study was used to understand the complex mechanism of the Mycobacterium
bacterium in host. The literature scanning has been performed to investigate proteins involved in causing
virulence, growth (up regulated genes) and survival of the pathogen in the diverse host environment by using
web databases. The network of protein interactions was constructed by searching the primary interactions of
seed proteins. The constructed network was analyzed by mathematical models to extract the biological
significance of selected proteins. The results provide hub proteins such as Pyk and rpoB along with neighboring
important nodes in the network. These proteins were used to understand their role in specific pathways to study
biological significance to identify them as Bottleneck proteins. The hubs can be further analyzed biologically to
identify them as targets to knockdown particular mechanism that stops survival and growth of the bacilli in the
human host.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tuberculosis is an airborne disease caused by a
bacterium called Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB).
About one third of population in the world is infected
with this bacillus [1]. The survival of pathogenic
bacteria within the host cell in unfavorable conditions
depends on the ability to manipulate its structural
proteins and regulatory components of many bacterial
pathways. The characteristic feature of the tubercles
bacillus includes its slow growth, dormancy, complex
cell envelope, intercellular pathogenesis and genetic
homogeneity [2]. The immune response protects the
host against infections and comprises the innate
immune system. The innate immune system is the first
line of defense of the body against pathogen, providing
immediate defense against infection. Receptors like
complementary receptors, the mannose receptors
(MR), dendrite cell-specific intercellular adhesion
molecule-3 (ICAM-3), surface protein A (SP-A)
receptors, toll-like receptors (TLR) and mannosehttp://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2015/3/bioinfo673-682.pdf

binding lectin (MDL) plays an important role in
infection.
Since the Mycobacterium tuberculosis is an intracellular
pathogen, triggers mechanism within host to ensure its
growth and viability. This happens through molecular
interactions between specific proteins of pathways and
host cell, which allow pathogen to alter the gene
expression processes to control the switching from a
replication (growth) to a non-replication (dormancy)
state and develops alternate mechanism to generate
energy.
The availability of the complete genome sequence of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis has led to a paradigm shift
from the study of individual protein to the study of
proteins integrating in a beautifully connected network
of metabolism, signaling and regulatory. Network in
biology can be classified broadly as metabolic
networks, transcriptional regulatory networks and
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signal transduction networks. The PPI’s form an
important part of signal transduction and regulation
networks [3].
The set of protein interaction (physical and functional)
in an organism forms the protein-protein interactions
(PPI network). Experimental methods such as
microarray and Yeast-two-hybrid analysis along with
computational methods based on the protein
sequencing and structures have boosted to study
protein-protein interactions in a wide range. These
methods range from identifying single pair of
interacting protein to analysis of a large network of
thousands of proteins. These are various methods for
identifying possible PPI networks such as Rosetta stone
method [4], phylogenetic profiling [5], and gene
neighbor methods [6]. Most of these methods are
available through databases such as STRING [7],
Predictome [8] and others. It has been attempted to
mine experimental protein-protein association
information from literature. Hogue and co-workers
have described an SVM-based approach to mine the
biochemical literature for protein-protein interactions
[9].
Databases such as the STRING include computationally
mined interactions. PPI interaction from literature,
which may then be manually scanned to identify
protein-protein interactions [10]. Search Tool for the
Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) is a
database for the exploration and analysis of functional
linkages through gene context method. STRING
contains a unique scoring framework based on bench
work of the different types of associations against a
common reference set, integrated in a simple
confidence
score
per
prediction
(http://string.embl.de/) [11].
Computer analysis has been used to model the PPI
networks in MTB during host infection. Further
predictions of protein interactions and network
linkages of Mycobacterium tuberculosis were
constructed by combining protein interaction data
from the STRING database, sequence database and
microarray data [12-15]. These interactions are
essential for the survival in the host by modulating host
responses to bacteria during infection. This suggests
that the identification of the protein interactions of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis that use to invade host can
contribute to the process of identification of potential
drug targets. For human-MTB interspecies functional
network we are using the functional interactions
previously retrieved through manual curation of the
literature and predicted using the interologs method
and filtered using gene expression data [16].The
identification of drug targets requires consideration of
variety of criteria, including the complex interplay
between pathogen and host, as these interactions are
key factors in determining the outcome of the MTB
infections.

http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2015/3/bioinfo673-682.pdf

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Mycobacterium tuberculosis genome contains
roughly 4000 protein coding genes. From the data
provided from yeast-two-hybrid (Y2H) system,
microarray
experimental
data,
co-immuno
precipitation techniques were collected from literature
sources. Genes related to Mycobacterium tuberculosis
infection were collected and listed out by searching
PubMed. The selected genes were queried to UniProt
database to convert into proteins. To determine the
seed proteins of major interest and will be the skeleton
of the protein-protein interaction network (PPI) are
selected by typical choice of molecules which are
involved in the MTB infection. Finally, a total set of 277
proteins were obtained.
The individual interaction partners of all these proteins
were collected from STRING database by using the
following prediction methods: neighborhood, gene
fusion, co-occurrence, experimental, databases and text
mining [7]. The scoring method used for interactions in
STRING is divided into a confidence range: low
confidence if the score <0.3, medium confidence if 0.3≤
score ≤ 0.7, high confidence if 0.7 ≤ score ≤ 0.9 and
highest confidence if the score > 0.9. The cut-off of 0.7
was set to select the interactions that are in the final
network analysis. And also the number of interacting
partner to view was set to no more than 10 interactions
[7]. By these PPI data, protein interaction network was
constructed and visualized by using a software tool
Cytoscape [17]. Further the network was analyzed for
Hub protein (node) detected based on Bottleneck
ranking method of Cytohubba [18].
2.1 TOPOLOGICAL METRICS
Topological matrices have been utilized in the present
work to identify potential false positive interaction,
such as
2.1.1 Clustering coefficient
The clustering coefficient [34] is a metric commonly
employed to identify well-connected sub-components
in network. It represents the interconnectivity of
neighbors of the node. The clustering coefficient of a
node v in a graph can be defined as follows:

When

denotes the number of triangles that go

through node and
indicates the degree of these
nodes. The denomination gives the maximum number
of triangles that can go through node . Nodes having
high Clustering coefficient have neighbors that have
higher probability to be connected.
2.1.2 Centrality
The Centrality of a node in a network is a measure of
the structural importance of the node. In this work, we
use Betweenness centrality and Closeness because they
are more informative.
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1. Betweenness centrality:
Betweenness Centrality [34] in a measure of the
centrality of a node and its influence over data flow in

‘T ’ , the weight of the node ‘ ’ in the tree ‘T ’ is the
number of ‘ ’, that is to say, equal to the number of

the network. For a node , it is normally calculated as
the fraction of the shortest geodesic path between node

shortest paths starting from ‘ ’ passing through ‘ ’. A

pair that pass through node . More precisely, if

‘ ’ is no less than n/4; where ‘n’ is the number of nodes

is the number of paths from

to

node ‘ ’ is called the bottle-neck in ‘T ’ if the weight of

j that pass

in T . The score of the node ‘ ’, BN ( ), is defined to

through node in a graph G having v nodes, then the
Betweenness Centrality of node v can be calculated as

be the number of node ‘v’ such that ‘ ’ is a bottle-neck
node in T [19-20].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Protein interaction network
The primary interactions of the selected nodes from
PPI’s server were scanned and integrated to construct
an extended network. A core network was then
constructed from extended network. The extended
network was composed of 410 nodes connected via
1590 edge (Fig. 1). Examining the shortest path of the
network showed that the randomly selected nodes on
the network were connected via 5.977 links. The node
distribution plot showed clear evidence that the
extended network follow scale-free distribution. A selfloop of a node is counted like two edges for a node
degree [21]. Average clustering coefficient distribution
gives the average of the clustering coefficients from all
nodes ‘n’ with ‘k’ neighbors for k=1, .... .The degree
distribution of many biological networks approximates
a power law. [22].

2. Closeness centrality:
Closeness centrality [35, 36] is a measurement of the
closeness of a node, on average, to all the other nodes.
Formally the closeness of a node
defined by the following expression:

Where
between node

in a graph G is

defines the pairing geodesic distance
and

. N denotes the number of

reachable nodes from node Due to the scale property,
the nodes with the highest closeness scores in the PPI
network are the hubs and hence they are viewed as
core components of the network.

3.2 Important nodes in the network
One of the properties of the network following scalefree distribution is the existence of a small number of
highly connected nodes, called hub which are more
important than other les connected node [23]. The hub
node proteins play a critical during the host infection
and survival of the cell. Other important nodes also
have a large betweenness centrality (BC) value. The
node with a large BC functions as a bottleneck in the
network, even when the nodes degree is low. Nodes
with a degree or BC value larger than the mean plus
two standard deviation were selected. 10 nodes were
top on both degree and BC value as given in table 1.

2.2 Analysis of protein interaction network
By the interaction scanning primary interaction of
previously selected nodes from the PIP’s server
(Protein Interaction prediction), the extended network
was constructed. Bottleneck method was adopted to
analyze general mathematical properties of the
extracted network and to search the topologically
important protein [17]. By using this method,
interactome dataset to access essential nodes in the
graphical view with a color scheme to show priority of
nodes. A node color scheme from highly essential (red)
to less essential (green). For each node ‘ ’ in an
interaction network, a tree of shortest path starting
from ‘ ’ is constructed. Taking ‘ ’ as a root of the tree

Table 1: Hub nodes - Pyk as Bottleneck protein
Synom
Rv1617
MT1920
Rv1872c
MT0184
Rv0667
MT0186
Rv1275
Rv3443c
Rv1310
MT2195

Node (protein/gene)
pyk
MT1920
lldD2
MT0184
rpoB
MT0186
lprC
rplM
atpD
MT2195

Definition
Pyruvate kinase
Hypothetical protein
L-lacto dehydrogenase
Hypothetical protein
DNA directed RNA polymerase subunit beta
Hypothetical protein
lipoprotein
50s ribosomal protein
ATP syntheses subunit B
Hypothetical protein

http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2015/3/bioinfo673-682.pdf
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Table 2: Hub node - rpoB as Bottleneck protein
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
rpoB
Pyk
hemE
MT1920
lldD2
MT0186
Sir
MT0184
Rv0877
lprC

Examining the shortest paths of the network showed
that two randomly selected nodes on the network were
connected via 7.753 links with a shared neighborhood
distribution as shown in histogram (Fig. 6). This
suggests that the node were closely linked. The
distribution of the shortest path was plotted using
histogram (Fig. 4). The cumulative distribution plot
showed clear evidence that the extended network
follow scale-free distribution of Fig. 1 by measuring the
plot drawn on the basis of log transformed cumulative
data, the α value of 1.882 in the power law distribution
was determined. The network shows namely as listed
(Table 1), the centrality i.e., Betweenness centrality
(BC) and Closeness centrality (CC) values (Fig. 5A and
5B) of the hub protein shows as correction value and Rsquare value values as 0.980, 0.794 and 0.366 , 0.195
respectively. The node having the high BC value is
identified as Pyk (Pyruvate kinase). The total number
of the shortest paths is 45 with a characteristic path
length of 5.977. This suggests that the nodes were very
closely linked, with average number of neighbors’
7.756 with a total network centralization value of
0.079.
STAT 6(signal transduction and activator of
transcription 6), TLR’s (Toll-like receptors), TRAF6
(TNF receptor-associated factors 4) and FLAT (TPA,
http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2015/3/bioinfo673-682.pdf

Score
58484.88
40966.42
35621.63
32655.47
32068.18
25426.46
21679.5
15315.26
14500.5
12889.63

Tissue-like plasminogen activator) are already wellknown for having biological function related to immune
response [24-26]. Apart from these genes/proteins
there are several other proteins which play specific
role in the virulence, pathogenesis and growth of the
tubercle in the host cell. Each of these proteins has
activity that is unique to that pathway and adjusts to
host cell environment for successful survival. Some of
the important nodes along with these hub nodes that
were identified such as: IIdD2 (L-lacto dehydrogenase),
IprC (lipoprotein), rplM (50s ribosomal protein), atpD
(ATP syntheses subunit B), Sir (Sulfite reductase),
CobM (Precorrin-4c11-methyl transferase), Cys G, T, W
(Sulfate-transport membrane protein ABC transporter
and other hypothetical proteins like MT1920, MT0184,
MT0186 and MT2195. All these proteins are
biologically important with specific functions in the
protein network obtained that are crucial in the
primary interactions for cell growth and survival.
3.3 Pathogen growth and survival:
Pathogen infect the specific tissues of the host
(eukaryotic cell) by large number of virulence factors
which involves resistance against host defense
mechanism by interfering with host immunity or cell
signaling to derive nutrient. These virulence factors not
only provide metabolic activity to derive energy but
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also cause disease symptoms by their survival and
proliferation. In Mycobacterium tuberculosis, essentially
all polysaccharides are synthesized via nucleotide
linked sugar as intermediate. The consumption of NTPs
(Nucleotide Tri phosphate) is extensive during
polysaccharide synthesis. The lipopolysaccharide or
arabinogalactans are important constituents of MTB
which are produced during growth at all stages [28].
Nucleotide diphosphate kinase (NdkA) uses an
autophosphorylated enzyme intermediate to catalyze
the reversible transfer of the 5’-terminal phosphate
from NTP to NDP. This enzyme use ribose and
deoxyribose form of both purine and pyrimidine NDFs
as substrate and hence important for housekeeping
cellular function [26]. Adenylate kinase (ATP: AMP
phosphotransferase, EC. 2.7.4.3), a ubiquitous enzyme
in living organisms and is involved in the energy
metabolism and nucleotide synthesis encoded by adk
gene in Mycobacterium tuberculosis [27]. The key
finding of the previous research on AK suggests that it
is significantly differ from enzyme originating from
eukaryotic organisms or from other known bacterial
pathogens [28]. The mutated AK has a low catalytic
activity, with role of metabolism can control the rate of
cell growth. Since that Mycobacterium have low activity
of enzyme, that it can survive in nutritionally deprived
environment [29]. MCE (mammalian cell entry)
proteins are a group of secretary or surface exposed
proteins encoded by mce genes. These provide ability
of mycobacterium to enter mammalian cells and
survive inside macrophages [30]. ESX secretion
pathway
is
conserved
across
gram-positive
mycobacterium. Due to the limited availability of iron
in the host environment, the pathogen uses
mycobactin. In the absence of this protein the organism
undergoes severe depression in iron metabolism
during growth during macrophage infection [31-33].
Most of these proteins (nodes) are related to immune
response and signal transduction. Nodes function as a
bottleneck in the network, even without the role of hub,
since these nodes were considered important in
previous researches.
Large BC nodes such as Pyk, MT1920, IIdB2, NT0184,
rpoB and MT0186 (Fig. 2) are related to various
functionally important role in causing infection and
survival of pathogen in host successfully.
The Pyk (pyruvate kinase) is the identified as one of the
important hub protein in the network. The gene
encoding is pykA. Pyk catalyzes the final irreversible
step in glycolysis, the transphosphorylation of PEP
(phosphoenol pyruvate) and ADP to pyruvate and ATP.
The sequence of this ubiquitous enzyme is highly
conserved across prokaryote and eukaryote system
and a number of amino acids are essential for catalytic
activity [36]. Glu220 (Oryctolagus cuniculs rabbit
muscle PK) is conserved among 50 pyruvate kinase
analysis. This amino acid residue from part of the
active site and has been associated with the binding of
ADP/ATP, PPE. [37] and Mg++. Unlike other pathways,
http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2015/3/bioinfo673-682.pdf

Mycobacterium tuberculosis has humans as its only
known reservoir and the macrophage phagosome is its
chief locater [39-41].
Genome level studies provoked to investigate the role
of PYK is essential for growth of pathogen on glycolytic
carbon source and also observed that in comparison
with its closely related stain Mycobacterium bovis
where the activity of PYK and related gene PLPK
(glycerol kinase) was mutated [42]. PYK is an allosteric
protein which possesses the regulatory activity in the
central position of the cellular metabolism [43]. Most
bacterial pyruvate kinase are activated by fructose 1, 6,
bisphosphate (FBP), but in few conditions the effecter
is a monophosphorylate sugar such as ribose 5phoshate (RP). Glu220 is in the active site of the
enzyme. Due to single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
in M. tuberculosis it results in inactive pyruvate kinase
which is produced due to Glu220Asp mutation (44).
Along with this Pyk other proteins which are connected
in the network are having specific roles in the
pathogenesis of the bacillus.
rpoB is the DNA-dependent RNA polymerase is
responsible for the polymerization of ribonucleotides
into a sequence complementary to the template DNA.
The β subunit of RNA polymerase is involved in chain
initiation and elongation and rifambin resistance [45,
46]. In the core network constructed (Fig. 3) the rpoB is
identified as bottleneck protein which other partners
as Pyk, hemE, lldD2, Sir, lprC and other hypothetical
proteins (Table 2). The mechanics and chemistry of
transcription are conserved across the three domains
of life and are set by key functional properties of the
RNA polymerase (RNA ps) and their associated
transcription factors (47). Bacterial transcription is
essentially regulated by two classes of sigma factors,
sigma 70 whose eponymous member controls the
transcription of housekeeping genes, and sigma54 for
the expression of genes whose products counteract
stress situation (48). rplM (InterPro-IPR005823) is one
of the protein from large ribosomal subunit which
involves in translation. This provides catalysis the
mRNA-directed protein synthesis in the pathogens.
atpD is a ATPase, F1 complex beta subunit (InterProIPR005922) which undergoes a sequential changes in
its conformation of Beta subunit to generate energy
present in the electrochemical proton gradient,
established across the mitochondrial membrane of the
respiratory chain, to the formation of ATP from ADP
and Pi [49].
The proteins along with some hypothetical protein
with unknown functions (Table 1) are involved in the
growth of the bacterium in the host and its survival.
Along with the pathways of glucose metabolism,
gyrimidine metabolism, Central Carbon metabolism,
amino acid metabolism, fatty acid metabolism, bacterial
secretion system, two-component system and other
pathway this pathogen gains an entry into host and
regulates its growth. Interactions of Toll-like receptors
(TLRs) and MAPKs which) are not observed in the
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network were also involved in the immune related
responses. This study is concentrated on the proteins
that are involved in the time of infection. Especially the
identified proteins were found to participate of the
bacillus essentially in the pathways regulating in the

carbon metabolism (for nutrient source in growth),
microbial metabolism in diverse environment, RNA
degradation, two-component system and other
metabolic pathways.

In a PPI network, the term degree represents the
number of proteins that interact with another specific
protein. On the basis of literature screening we were
able to identify 161 proteins with 116 nodes connected
by 606 edges (Fig 1). The degree distribution of this
Mycobacterium tuberculosis network slowly decreases,
leading to the generation of a pattern similar to that
found in other model organism.

It is important to understand the relationship between
the pathogen and host during the time of infection i.e.,
the proteins that are involved in the mechanism. In this
study, network analysis methods were applied to
integrate previous data and construct the network
model which shows the interaction of proteins [50].
Another important factor of hub and bottleneck protein
nodes is that they are potentially drug targets. By
inhibiting the function of hubs and bottlenecks by small
molecules, the function of the whole network can be

http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2015/3/bioinfo673-682.pdf
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shut down. Very few experimentally validated proteinprotein interactions have been reported in the obtained
Mycobacterium tuberculosis extended network,

nevertheless, some of the only interactions to have
been reported in current network [51-54].

The analysis of protein network interaction has showed
growth regulated and survival mechanism of pathogen
in host during infection. The extensive search of the
nodes (hub) demonstrated a key role in the glycolysis,
pyruvate and central carbon metabolism along with its
role in fatty acid metabolism. As well as pyruvate
kinase role in the resistance to the pathogen against

rifampin due to mutation (55). This study, gives the
information of the network analysis to investigate the
key proteins interactions that occur during the host
infection in tubercles’ bacterium. Hence, a further
systematic study helps to find anti-tuberculin vaccine
discovery.

http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2015/3/bioinfo673-682.pdf
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4. CONCLUSION

The interaction of the proteins in host is essential for
the pathogen to establish infection, growth and survival
in the diverse environment. We used computational
methods to predict and overlaid the predicted
interactions onto construct the network. The protein
network was constructed by integrating the data from
STRING and sequence data. Analysis of the biological
processes of the protein suggests that pathways
regulating the key nutrient source for the growth of the
pathogen in the host were investigated. The proteins
involved in these pathways demonstrate as a hub
proteins in the present network constructed. The
pathways involving the Pyk and rpoB are one of the
essential proteins for the bacterium for infection and
survival in the host. In the present work, we support
these hub proteins can be considered as the targets in
http://bioinfo.aizeonpublishers.net/content/2015/3/bioinfo673-682.pdf

the Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv to develop a
new molecule that can knockout the pathway by
stopping the regulation of these proteins.
5. Supporting Data:
List of proteins that are used in the construction of
protein-protein interaction network is 277. These
proteins are used as input data for the STRING
database. The total data of proteins were extracted
from the literature survey related to bacterial growth
and survival during the time of host infection and also
by using the public database such as Uniprot.
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